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About This Game

On the creation of the game we have been inspired by films such as "Terminator" and "Avengers". We would like to recreate
the battlefield of men partially equipped with mechanical gears and military machines equipped with artificial intelligence.

What will be decisive in this war? Mind or steel?

Nearest future. The city is engulfed by fire and swarming with hostile robots. You are a combat unit with an artificial
intelligence thrown into a hot spot to eliminate the invasion of mechanical invaders and save what remains of the once great city.

Clean up this city with a bunch of weapons for tactical and assault strategy fight.
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Considered enemy AI will make a good chalenge war.

Enchanced grafics gives a post-apocalyptic ingame feel
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Title: Ruin City Gasolina
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
LillyWelland inc.
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: DualCore CPU

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: GTS250/HD7770 or better

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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A neat little game about hopping around a void filled with abstract geometry, listening to some trippy music, otherwise known
as "Saturday night in the 80s".

Keys are bound for AZERTY keyboard layouts by default. For QWERTY users, you can change ZQSD to WASD in the
launcher, but not the game itself. This guarantees that most people will have to relaunch the game immediately after starting it
for the first time. Sorry France, nobody else uses AZERTY.

The mechanics are a little poorly explained, but hop around a bit and you'll figure it out. Left click to create a floating green
platform to stand on (boring!) or right click to create a floating blue bounce pad and fly over the titular void (weeeeeeeeee).
Platforms vanish a few seconds after being created if you're not standing on them, keeping the void uncluttered but allowing you
to stand still when you want to. But why would you want to? Given how much fun bouncing is compared to standing still, I
switched those controls around too, and I recommend it.

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to find glowy red things. Turn the glowy red circles green by rubbing up on
them, and pick up the glowy red sprite clouds as some kind of completion collectible. Turn all the buttons green in a given area
to open the gate to the next one. Simple, but kinda fun in a relaxing way.

Overall, a nice little exploration\/platformer game.. It's a great effort from the devas to make a solid puzzle game with the twist
of actually aiming to die.

Although some of the levels can be completed in ways I imagine were not concieved, it's still an enjoyable game to tease your
brain with.

I recorded a video playing the game if you would like an idea of how the game plays. You can see it here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sIqRR_UyRhg. Sadly, the BGM isn't the kind of music I associate with steampunk at all,
futuristic cyberpunk if anything. Most of it is upbeat techno-ish music which I would personally never use in a game. There was
very little variation between the different sounds and songs, so if you want to use music to address emotion and ambiance in
your game or a lot of vastly differing sound effects, this is definitely not what you're looking for.

I understand this is "Future" Steam Punk, but for my taste there was too much "future", too little "steampunk". Maybe more
variation in the BGM could've already made a big difference, but I guess we'll never know for sure.. ADD CREATIVE AND
MORE VARITEY. it deosnt work for me. Spent 1000 Hours playing Assetto Corsa since 2016, and I still have the same - first
month's - hype and excitement when I hop on a server. This game is the best Racing\/Drifting Simulator Game Because:

1. The Physics in the game are SO close to real life.

2. The modding community is one of the biggest, if not the biggest.

3. Virtual Reality Support, even though its a 2014 game

4. Super Well Optimized game! ( I played it on a 15 Y\/O PC, a 5 Y\/O pc, and new PC that I bought just to play this game in
VR )

5. Unlimited Amount of Online Servers ( Lots of Populated Servers 24\/7 )

The Things that I find OK in Assetto Are:

1. The Bots are not that great

2. The Campaign ( Or Single-Player Championship ) is Okay.

3. The Graphics aren't the best - compared to Forza and Grand Turismo
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I don't Usually write Steam Reviews, but Im writing this one Because I Recommend this game for any Car Enthusiast.
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One of those soundtracks that might don't fit anywhere except in the game they came from, and in those very specific moments.
Every song has its context and place. Listening to it without playing the game won't give you the same feeling, with the probable
exception of Life is Beautiful (whistle theme) and The Woods and the Goddess, both fo which are downright amazing by
themselves.
It's hard to recommend a soundtrack for this price, BUT if you liked the game you most likely know it's a good sountrack
already.

Warning: Listening to this soundtrack while drinking coffee with milk may suddenly make the letters FK appear in the coffee. It
never fails!. This is an interesting linear RTS. Every time you finish a stage, you earn money and unlock the potential to go onto
the next one. You use the money to upgrade your units and your income, the cost of each upgrade the value of the previous two
upgrades added together. Unfortunately this makes upgrades almost not worth it at all if you didn't need them to try and beat the
game on extreme difficulty.

The music is kinda bland and the whole game just feels kinda soulless. There's little simplistic story text describing each stage to
give it a little something.

Ultimately, I'm neutral towards this game. I could give or take it. However, I side on the not recommended due to the upgrading
system.. Very funny until i've played on Hard, it's very Hard.
Hard/10.
On a serious note, it's a good game, but doesn't offer too much replayability.. This game is awesome! The only thing that would
make it better is local multiplayer competitions!. I love the concept of this game but the controls and in game menus are
horrible, makes it frustrating to play. However, I have decided not to request a refund with the hopes that the devs will do a
rehaul on these mechanics. Has the potential to be a good game, but as of now I would not recommend buying it.. A good game
but a bit hard.... The machine spirit told me to write this guide, a challenge worthy of my skill. So you have the honor or reading
this now ;)

If the original wasn't already a good game we now have an expansion which adds even more to the fun. The Imperial guard, and
this expansion, is actually a personal favorites of mine. And just as with the other races the guard has specific features which
allow you to apply a specific strategy. For example the ability to quickly travel between their structures and to take shelter in
them.

Next to a new race is also gives you access to new maps, new single player campaigns and new toys to play with ;)

The only thing that's somewhat "lacking" is the fact that Winter Assault uses the same introduction video as the original game,
whereas the other DLC adds something of their own.

SO yeah, if you enjoyed the original Dawn of War then you'll love this one as well. This able beast shall take you there ;)
. Don't buy unless you really, REALLY! like sims. A normal game PC nowadays is able to play Crysis like it was meant to be
played. I upgraded my (7 year old) PC earlier this year, and therefore Crysis finally became playable for me. Because, let's be
honest, a game like this should be played maxed out. So I picked it up at a recent discount on Steam, but was it worth the long
wait?

I really enjoyed the game, but from time to time it really got me frustrated as well. I struggled with the checkpoint system of the
game a bit, but maybe that's because I'm not used to it. Ultimately, I have a good feeling after finishing it and that is the most
important factor for me.

Anno 2013, Crysis still is a stunningly beautifull game, and you no longer need extra-terrestrial hardware to play this game on
very high settings. However, the last level is very demanding on the system, and I had to run the game in DirectX 9 mode to be
able to stay above 60FPS (just add -dx9 as a startup argument).

So, all in all, do I recommend this game... yes (if you can pick it up a at a discounted price of course).
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